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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is twofold: explore how people use spe-
cific gestures to serve important dialogue functions and show
evidence that it is possible to measure and quantify their extent.

The paper focuses both on the presentation of the method used
for the recording, coding and measurement of gestures and on
the discussion on the obtained results.

Gestures, mainly head movements, were selected from naturally
elicited dialoguesad-hoc recorded in lab-environment. The
recordings consisted both of audio-video data and data mea-
surements obtained with a motion tracking system.

Most of the analyzed head movements are produced to give
feedback and the results show that it is possible to identify a
specific pattern for a specific movement and that movements
can be easily measured and their extent can be quantified. The
results obtained with our method might eventually be imple-
mented to improve the naturalness in animated talking heads.

1. INTRODUCTION

When human communicate with each other, signals from mult-
ple channels are at work. Communication takes place not only
through words, tone of voice, stress given to words, but also by
means of several gestures, such as facial expressions, gaze, head
movements, hand movements, and body posture, which usually
accompanies human speech. These accompanying gestures (as
defined for instance by [15]”mouvements d´accompagnament")
can be produced contemporarily with the production of utter-
ances serving important syntactic, prosodic and dialogic func-
tions [6] and can be produced to convey communicative
intentions, feelings and attitudes.

In our investigation we focus our attention on a limited group of
accompanying gestures, namely head movements.

The study of human communicative gestures is becoming more
and more popular in the field of human-machine interfaces and
speech technologies development. This is due to the fact that
researchers, being aware of the important role that gestures play
in communicative exchanges, are starting to integrate some of
them in the development of dialogue systems endowed with
embodied conversational agents, with the aim of enhancing
their performance [4,6,7,8,10,13]. However the production of
an accurate model of gesture realization is a time-consuming
process, which requires extensive and detailed analysis of the
gestures used in real communicative situation by human beings.
Existing implementations of communicative gestures are there-
fore often based on observations that we might describe as intu-

itional. A consequence of the implementation of non-empirical
results is for instance the arbitrary magnitude and unnaturalness
of the reproduced movements. Since this stands in conflict with
the reality demand, we propose a method for the recording, cod-
ing, measurement and quantification of specific gestures that
presupposes the in-depth observation of how human beings use
specific communicative gestures. Our study is based on the
assumption that understanding how humans use gestures in dia-
logues can be very useful in the design of more natural-looking
animated talking heads.

Gestures were selected from naturally elicited dialogues ad-hoc
recorded in lab-environment. The recordings consisted both of
audio-video data and data measurements obtained with the
Qualisys MacReflex motion tracking system[14].

For each identified gesture a 2D curve was plotted, each curve
displays the amplitude of the gesture in millimeters on the Y-
axis and the duration of the gesture in seconds on the X-axis.

By looking at the curves representing each gesture we tried to
find plausible answers to the following questions:

Is there a one-to-one relationship between a specific verbal
expression and its “accompanying” gesture?

Is there a one-to-one relationship between a specific gesture and
a specific dialogic function?

Is it possible to notice inter-speaker and intra-speaker variability
in the extent of the gesture?

The results show that it is possible to identify a specific pattern
for a specific movement and that movements can be easily mea-
sured and their extent quantified.

A similar method of measurement and quantification has been
applied with success to obtain data on articulatory gestures with
the aim of reproducing them in talking heads [3,9].

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

2.1. Subjects and recording session

Four Swedish university students served as subjects (2 males, 2
females). Even if it is pretty difficult to predict when a particular
gesture is going to occur in a spontaneous conversation, it is
very likely that communicative gestures are produced in nearly
all dialogue situations. For this reason the subjects were
instructed to interact spontaneously with each other in a lab-
environment.

Since our study is based on the assumption that understanding
how humans use gestures in dialogues can be very useful in the
design of more natural-looking animated talking heads, and



since we foresee that our results might be implemented in ani-
mated conversational agents, we reproduced a communicative
situation similar to the one that might arise between a user and
an embodied conversational agent in a dialogue system, that is:
“information seeking”. Speaker A had the role of “information
seeker” and speaker B had the role of “information giver”. The
information exchanged was related to movies: plots, schedules
and so on. The focus of the recording was on speaker B, the
“information giver”, and only his movements were recorded.
However the audio recordings included the production of both
subjects. In both dialogues the “information giver” was a male
speaker; as a consequence we have data from 2 male speakers,
which from now onward we will refer to as subject-1 and sub-
ject-2.

Figure 1 reports a reproduction of the recording session, with
the speaker B facing the interlocutor, the video camera and the
four infra-red cameras. The people in figure 1 and 2 are not the
subjects used in this study.

Figure 1:Reproduction of the recording session.

Figure 2 reports the position of the 13 hemispherical markers
which were glued to the subjects’ face.

Figure 2: The positions of the reflecting markers during the
recording

The movements of the markers in 3D were stored together with
the recorded acoustical and video signals.

The markers are ca 5 millimeters wide and passively reflect

infra-red light. This way they are visible in the dark and easily
traceable by infrared sensitive cameras. The Qualisys system
uses 4 infra-red cameras to recover the full 3D motion of each
marker, operating at about 60 frames per second. In order to
recover the rigid 3D motion of the head, the subjects wore spe-
cial glasses, with 5 markers on.

Each recording session lasted about 15 minutes. During the first
couple of minutes the subjects got acquainted with each other
and with the recording environment so to feel at ease when
starting the actual task. None of the subject thought that wear-
ing the markers and the glasses during the recording was
uncomfortable.

2.2. Technical equipment

3D recordings: 3D recordings are obtained by calculating 3D
coordinates from four cameras with different viewing angles.
Before any measurements were taken, the system was calibrated
by using a calibration frame, to determine the geometrical rela-
tion between the image planes of the cameras and the coordi-
nate system of the volume to be measured.

Video recordings: a Sony digital videocamera DCR-PC-115 E,
focusing on speaker B was placed 2 meters away from the
speaker in the recording studio. The video recording signal was
then digitalized in order to be used for the detailed analysis.

Audio recording: a microphone SHURE Model 16A was used
to record the speech. The microphone was placed in front of the
speaker B to accurately capture the speech of subject B. The
voice of subject A was however recorded.

Transcriptionsand labeling: orthographic transcription of the
recorded dialogues was done with the support of the Multitool
package software [2]. Multitool is a research tool for the analy-
sis of digitized audiovisual data, which simultaneously displays
the video, and the relative orthographic transcription of the dia-
logues, so that the operator can easily observe when gestures
are produced together with speech. Multitool has a score-based
visual representation, which allows a multi-tier annotation of
the phenomena under investigation, moreover it gives the possi-
bility to manually code temporal alignment with speech. The
time alignment is necessary in order to obtain perfect synchro-
nization with the 3D recording.

Plotting of the curves: The 3D coordinates for each marker,
were in each frame identified. The coordinates of the marker in
the middle of the glasses was computed in order to get the
movements of the head (3D rotation and translation, horizontal
(x), vertical (y) and the depth (z)). To visualize the obtained
data we used the dataplot function of the software package
Wavesurfer [14].

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. Labeling of gestures

The gestures under analysis were labeled so that they could be
coupled to the 3D data in order to produce clusters of patterns
of movements. 98% of the labelled gestures occurred simulta-
neously with the production of speech, in particular with short
expressions having specific dialogic functions. The labeling of
gestures takes into account:



• the type of gesture,

• the communicative function of the related
speech

• the relationship between the function of speech
and the specific function of the accompanying
gesture.

3.1.1. Type of gesture

To categorize the type of gestures the following labels were
used:

Nod: a forward movement of the head, which can be single or
multiple.

Jerk: a backward movement of the head which is usually single

Shake: a left-right or right-left movement of the head, which
can be single or multiple

Waggle: a movement of the head back and forth, left to right
Side-way turn: a single turn of the head left or right

3.1.2. Communicative function of the related speech

To label the communicative function of the related speech the
following four main categories, which had been identified a pri-
ory, were used:

S: statement, positive or negative

FB: feedback,

A: answers, positive or negative,

D: disfluencies

Each category has some subcategories, however since 50% of
the analyzed gestures accompany short feedback expressions,
only the subcategories used for feedback, are reported in table1.
These subcategories are to be interpreted as reaction to the pre-
vious communicative act, following [1,5].

3.1.3. Relationship between the function of speech and
the specific function of the accompanying gesture

Gestures co-occurring with speech can either have a non-
marked/neutral function, labeled asN, which does not modify
the meaning of speech, or can be produced to modify the mean-

ing [11] in one of the ways reported in Table 2.

A schema of the relationships between gestures, speech and
their functions are reported in Table 3

Nods and jerks often accompany short verbal expressions hav-
ing the main function of feedback (FBCPUy, FBCPUi) answers
(A, usually positive answers). Sometimes nods are produced
also during the production of statement (S), to emphasize what
is being said. Jerks are produced together with feedback, mainly
FBE when this conveys an attitudinal reaction of surprise.
Shakes are produced always together with short negative
answers and with negative statement (of the kind: I do not think
so, I do not agree with you). Waggles are produced to express
hesitation, doubt, mainly accompanying short disfluencies. The
relation between the gesture and the meaning of the verbal
expression is either N (neutral), usually when the feedback
expression is a m-like sound produced with FBCPUy function,
in a non-intrusive way or E when it emphasizes what has been
said.

Table 1: Schema of the labels used to code the communicative
function of feedback expressions

Function Label Comment

Continuation FBCPUi I want to go on

Continuation FCPUy you go on

Acknowledgement FBA acceptance

Refusal FBR refusal

Expressive FBE expression of attitude

Table 2: Schema of the labels used to code the relationship
between the function of speech and the specific function of the
accompanying gesture

Function Label Comment

Addition A the gesture adds
some more info to speech

Emphasis E the gesture indicates a posi-
tive reinforcing attitude

De-Emphasis D the gesture weakens what
has been said vocally

Contradiction C the gesture contradicts
what has
been said vocally

Table 3: Schema of the relationships between gestures, speech
and their functions.

Type of
gestures

Related
short

expressions

Communicative
Functions

Relation
gestures/
speech

Nod mh, ja, ah FBCPUy,
FBCPUi, A, S

N,E,A

Shake nej, nega-
tive state-
ment

A{negative}
S{negative}
FBR

E

Jerk jaha, jusste, FBA, FBE{sur-
prise}

A

Waggle Ehm D A



3.2. Analysis of the 3D data

For each identified head movement (in vertical1 (y) and in hori-

zontal2 (x)) a 2D curve was plotted. The curve displays the

amplitude of the gesture in millimeters on the Y-axis and the

duration of the gesture in second on the X-axis.

By looking at the curves representing each gesture we tried to

answer the following questions:

• Is there a one-to-one relationship between a

specific verbal expression and its accompany-

ing gesture?

• Is there a one-to-one relationship between a

specific gesture and a specific dialogic func-

tion?

• Is it possible to notice inter-speaker and intra-

speaker variability in the extent of the gesture?

4. RESULTS

In table 4 is reported the number of occurrences of the selected

gestures per subject. In total it was possible to select 32 gestures

in dialogue 1 and 25 gestures in dialogue 2.

By looking at the curves we obtained for each selected head

movement, we tried to identify some general patterns and

understand the relationships between gestures, speech and the

function carried out in the communicative situation.

The most frequent head movement is”nod”, which can be pro-

duced either as single or as multiple. In the video recordings it

is easy to detect a multiple nod since it is possible to observe the

head go up and down more than once. This is reflected in the

curves because to every nod corresponds a single arc/peak as

shown in the exemple reported in figure 3..

Figure 3: Curve of multiple nods accompanying the short
expression “mh” by subject-1 with FBCPUy function.

The curves reported in figure 3 and 4 represent respectively a
multiple nod and jerk which were produced by the same subject
(1) with the same function: FBCPUy. The gestures accompany
two different short expressions, respectivelymh and ja -yes-
however these expressions carry out the same communicative
function. These 2 curves show that it is not possible to establish
a one-to-one relationship between a specific gesture and a spe-
cific communicative function: different movements can in fact
be produced to convey the same function/meaning.

Figure 4: Curve of a jerk in vertical, accompanying the short
expression “ja” by subject 1, with FBCPUy function.

The curves reported in figure 5 and 6 represents the gesture
coded as”multiple nods” produced respectively by subject 1 and
2. These multiple nods were accompanying two different short
verbal feedback expressions, respectivelyjavisst andjusste, but
they had the same communicative function: FBA and were used
to emphasize speech. Even if the curve in figure 5 shows three
peaks and the curve in figure 6 shows two peaks (each peak cor-
responding to a single nod) the two curves show a similar pat-
tern.

1. vertical (y) for nods and jerks
2. horizontal (x) for waggle and shakes

Table 4: Occurrence of gestures per subject.

Gestures subject1 subject2

 Nod 15 14

Shake 11 6

Waggle 5 1

Jerk 1 2

Side way-turn - 2

tot gestures 32 25
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.

Figure 5: Curve of multiple nod produced with the feedback
expression”javisst” (certainly) produced by subject-2 with FBA
function.

Figure 6: Curve of multiple nod in vertical, accompanying the
expression”jusste” (just that) produced by subject-1 with FBA
function.

Figure 7: Curve of multiple nods accompanying the short
expression “ja” by subject 1 with FBCPUi function.

The examples reported in figure 5 and 6 seem to support the
idea that it is likely to link up some patterns of movements with
categories of meaning. However the examples reported in fig 3
and fig 7 show instead that it is not possible to claim a one-to
one relationship between a specific gesture and a specific verbal
expression: figure 3 and figure 7 represent in fact two very simi-
lar curves, for the same gesture (multiple nods) produced by the
same subject (1) to accompany two different expressions,mh

andja, with the same function FBCPUy.

Figure 8 reports an example of a shake. Shakes are represented
on the curve as inverse peak.

Figure 8:Curve representing a shake in horizontal, accompany-
ing the short expression “nej” by subject 2, produced as a nega-
tive answer.

Figure 9: Curve of a waggle in horizontal, accompanying the
short expression “ehm” by subject 1 produced as disfluency.

Waggles are produced to express hesitation, doubt and they are
represented on the curve by peaks, which are wider than those
representing nods. These results show that even if it is not possi-
ble to systematically establish a one-to-one correspondence
between a specific gesture and a specific verbal expression, and
even if it is not possible to establish a one-to-one correspon-
dence between a specific gesture and a specific communicative
function, it is possible to establish a one-to-one relationship
between a specific gesture and a specific shape in the relative
curves; moreover the following trends seem to be consistent
within and across subjects:

• when the short expressionmhproduced to give
FBCPUy is accompanied by a gesture, the ges-
ture is always a nod (single or multiple);

• when short expressions likeja (yes), precis
(exactly), produced as a positive answer or as a
FBCPUy are accompanied by a head move-
ment, the movement is always a nod;

• when the short expressionnej -no-, produced as
a negative answer or as FBR is accompanied by
a head movement, the movement is always a
shake. Shakes accompany also negative state-
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ments;

• when the short expressionehmproduced as D is
accompanied by a head movement, the move-
ment is always a waggle. Waggles are usually
produced to show doubt and hesitation;

• when the short expressionsmh and ja are used
to give FBCUy in a non-intrusive way, the
accompanying gesture, which 90% of the times
is a nod, is minimal. This means that it has a
short duration (about 100msec) and the peaks
on the curve are not high;

• when expressions likejaha, jusste javisstare
used to give FBA, or FBE with an attitudinal
reaction of surprise, enthusiasm with the inten-
tion of emphasizing the message (E), the ges-
ture accompanying them, which is usually a
jerk or a nod, is quite extended, which means
that it shows a longer duration and higher
peaks.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The result of this study show evidence that it is possible to mea-
sure and quantify the extent of the selected gestures and it is
possible to identify a general pattern for each specific move-
ment, even if there are both intraspeaker and interspeaker vari-
ability in the duration and extent of the movements. In some
cases it is possible to establish a one-to-one relationship
between a specific verbal expression and its accompanying ges-
ture, but it is not possible to establish a one-to-one relationship
between a specific gesture and a specific dialogic function. This
means that gestures are polisemic: they can carry out different
functions/meaning depending on the context in which they are
produced. The method of analysis and measurement we tested
in our experiment seems to be quite useful to extract data
related to the extension and the duration of different gestures.
However our experimental set up has shown some limitations
that can be improved in future collection of data. One limitation
was for instance that only the subject with the markers on his
face was video-recorded, as a consequence it was not possible
to observe how interlocutors mimicked each others gesture,
how they exchanged gaze and so on. Another limitation is that
the subjects in our experiment belong to just one cultural com-
munity, and this might reflect culture-specific behaviour.

A natural continuation of this study is to test a larger group of
subjects, using two video-cameras and taking into account a
larger number of communicative gestures, in order to obtain
empirically-based data which can eventually be implemented in
a virtual agent. However before being able to produce a model
of human gestures, which could be implemented in talking
agents, further investigation is necessary to capture some more
subtlety of human gestural communication and get more insight
in how speech and gestures integrate each other to express dif-
ferent attitudes.
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